Tools for Launching an Academic Competency Focused Vocabulary Campaign

READING Read a range of complex literary and
informational texts and respond to text-dependent
questions and tasks using precise academic language.

TESOL 2017 Convention K-12 Dream Day
Seattle, WA 3.25.17

LANGUAGE Expand domain-specific and high-utility
vocabulary through instruction, reading, and interaction.

Kate Kinsella, Ed.D.
Center for Teacher Efficacy
San Francisco State University
katek@sfsu.edu

WRITING Write logical arguments in academic register
drawing from relevant evidence and research.
Engage in formal academic
interactions in pairs, small groups, and unified class.

“Doing my research, I couldn’t find the … things.”

§ What aspects of their
academic experience
posed the greatest
challenges for these
high school bound
academic English
learners?

Everyday Nouns
§ stuff
§ things
§ information
§ ideas
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§ utilizing academic register: complex and
varied sentences; correct grammar;
transition words/phrases for writing types;
precise vocabulary (topic, high-utility)
§ writing evidence-based essays and reports
§ identifying appropriate sources

Among 4th graders who scored
below the 25th percentile in
vocabulary in 2009 and 2011:

Vocabulary Results From the
2009 and 2011 NAEP Reading Assessments
NATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS AT GRADES 4, 8, AND 12

§ independent reading and analysis of texts
§ selecting and paraphrasing citations

Precise Academic Nouns
§ sources
§ citations
§ references
§ evidence
§ data
§ facts

U.S. Department of Education
NCES 2013–452

33% were White
25% were Black
35% were Hispanic
73% were eligible for free lunch
24% were English learners

www.nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/pdf/main2011/2013452.pdf
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§ U.S. preschoolers vocabulary exposure:
§ College educated, professional families: 2,250
§ Not college educated, working class families: 1,250
§ Welfare families: 620
Flynn, James R. (2008).
Where Have All the Liberals Gone?: Race, Class, and Ideals in
America. Cambridge University Press: 102

. . . Highly targeted and persistent
vocabulary instruction can dramatically
improve reading ability, test scores and
lesson engagement for both native
English speakers and English learners.
(Beck et al, 2002; Carlo et al, 2004; August & Shanahan, 2006)
8

Vocabulary knowledge is
the single best predictor of
second language learners’
academic achievement across
K-12 subject matter domains.”

1. fluent, wide reading with
increased nonfiction text

“…

3. teaching word analysis,
dictionary and study skills
2. teaching focal concepts,
terms and high-utility words

Saville-Troike, M. (1984).
What really matters in second language learning for
academic achievement? TESOL Quarterly 18: 199-219.

4. meaningful contexts for
adept application of words

9

§ Words we recognize or understand when
we see or hear them.
§ Typically much larger than productive
vocabulary knowledge.
§ Words we associate with some meaning
even if we don’t know the full range of
definitions, connotations, or ever use
when we speak and write.
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§ Words we understand and can use
comfortably and competently in spoken and
written communication;
§ Smaller than receptive word knowledge;
§ When limited, it can be stigmatizing during
advanced academic and social interactions
and written discourse.
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§
§
§
§
§

Pronunciation: ák•kyu•rit
Meaning(s): correct or exact in every detail
Spelling: a-c-c-u-r-a-t-e
Part of speech: adjective (describing word)
Grammar: It modifies and precedes an
noun: The school board anticipates an
accurate report from the superintendent.

§ Frequency: It is commonly used in formal
academic and professional contexts.
§ Register: It is primarily used in relatively
formal writing and speaking for academic or
professional purposes.
§ Collocations (Word Partners): The adjective
accurate is used with the nouns: information,
data, measurements, description.

Name

1

§ Connotations: accurate (positive);
inaccurate (negative connotation).
§ Synonyms: precise, exact, correct
§ Antonym: inaccurate
§ Word Family: (adjective) accurate,
inaccurate; (adverb) accurately, inaccurately;
(noun) accuracy, inaccuracy

Date

Word

Meaning

Examples

accurate

synonyms:

You can get an accurate

ac•cu•rate

right, correct

measurement of your height and

Images

____________________ at the

adjective
right or 100%

doctor’s office.

_____________

_________ in every detail

It is important to include
accurate information when you

_________ antonym:

are writing a _______________.

inaccurate

 Verbal Practice (Think-Pair-Share-Write):

16

Students can check to see if their spelling is accurate with a

 Writing Practice (Think-Write-Pair-Share):
In my opinion, the (book, television show, movie )
presents an
2

Word

description of the life of American children like me.
Meaning

factor

one of many

fac•tor

things that

Examples

Images

Not wearing a helmet is often a

factor in bicycle _________
____________ or ________________________
affect a (Tier
situation 3)
High-Utility
Topic-Specific
A good night’s sleep and a

noun

(Tier 2)

§ assume
§ adolescent
nutritious breakfast
are factors
________
in a student’s§performance
on
conclude
§ puberty
________
________________________.
§ sufficient/insufficient
§ Circadian
Clock
§ factor
§ forbidden zones
 Verbal
Practicesleeping
(Think-Pair-Share-Write):
§ influence
§ binge
One
of the mostswings
important factors when I purchase §a giftlead
for a friend
to is
§ mood
§ variety
§ depression
 Writing
Practice
(Think-Write-Pair-Share):
§ regulate
§ sleep
deprivation
§ incontent
§ melatonin
Several
influence my interest
a book, especially
17

and

18
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§ The major focus of this report is _

Group 1/10 (Highest Incidence):
analyze assume benefit concept consist
context economy environment establish estimate
factor finance formula function income indicate
individual interpret involve issue labor legal major
method occur percent principle section significant
similar source specific structure . . .
word family: assume, v. assumed, adj. assumption, n.

§ The author addresses the issue of _
§ An essential detail in this section is _
§ Another significant detail is _
§ The most relevant evidence is _

Source: (Averil Coxhead, 2000)
19

Cause-Effect
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

cause
result (of)
effect
consequence
lead (to)
occur
impact
outcome
factor

20

Argue
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

believe
reason
opinion
perspective
argument
convincing
relevant
evidence
support

§ Describe
§ Sequence
§ Create
§ Cause-Effect

§ Compare
§ Analyze Text
§ Infer
§ Argue

21

22

Noun

Verb

accuracy
prediction

predict

significance
creation

create

capability
prevention

Adverb
accurately

predictable

predictably

significant significantly

similarity
assumption

Adjective

accurate

assume
prevent

creative

creatively

similar
capable

similarly
capably

preventive
24
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Dr. Kinsella’s High-Utility Vocabulary Instructional Routine ~ Step by Step

§ High-Utility Word Routine: words that
are widely used in academic discourse
across subject areas: relevant, apply

Introduce the High-Utility Academic Word
Phase 1: Introducing Word

1. Establish purpose: learning a high-utility academic word

§ Quick-Teach Routine: low-incidence
words; words that are academic
synonyms for a commonly used word
§ Context Analysis Routine: words in a
sentence that contains accessible clues
to word meaning and/or part of speech

Word

Examples

factor

one of many

Texting while driving is a major

fac•tor

things that

factor in many teen car

noun

____________ or ________________________.
affect a situation
A good night’s sleep and a

Phase 2: Verbal Practice

Images

7. Provide a student-friendly definition
8. Students repeat definition and fill in blank(s)
9. Model example #1 visibly displayed
10. Students repeat example and fill in blank(s)

Transition to Verbal Practice
1. Introduce frame for verbal practice visibly displayed, include model response 26
2. Students repeat model response
3. Direct attention to grammatical target(s) (underline, highlight)
4. Prompt students to consider a response
5. Cue partner (A/B, 1/2) to share response with partner (twice)
6. Circulate listening, providing feedback, and preselect initial reporters
Transition to Reporting
7. Elicit reporting with frame, visibly displayed
8. Cue preselected students to report
9. Direct students to write the word and selected response in the frame
(own, partner’s or strong response)

1. Introduce frame for writing practice visibly displayed, include model response
2. Students repeat model response (silently, phrase-cued, chorally)
3. Direct attention to grammatical target(s) (underline, highlight)
4. Prompt students to consider a response, allowing adequate think time
5. Direct students to write appropriate word form and content in the frame
6. Cue partner (A/B, 1/2) to read response to partner (twice)
7. Circulate listening, providing feedback
8. Cue partners to switch and read each other’s sentence (continue circulating)
Transition to reporting
9. Elicit reporting with frame, visibly displayed
10. Cue preselected students to report
11. Elicit additional responses

!

factors in a student’s

________

6. Students repeat

Transition to Writing Practice

nutritious breakfast are key

________

5. Syllabify

!
!

Date

Meaning

4. Provide part of speech

12. Students repeat meaning and fill in blank(s)

Phase 3PhPhasas: Writing Practice

1

3. Students repeat

11. Model example #1 visibly displayed

25

Text: Lions vs. Humans

2. Pronounce the word
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performance on ___________.

! Verbal Practice (Think-Pair-Share-Write):
One of the most important

2

28

when I purchase a gift for a friend is the

Word

Meaning

Examples

protect

to stop someone

Bike riders should always wear

Images

or something
pro•tect
helmets to protect their
Text: Lions vs. Humans
Date
from being hurt or ________________________.
verb
1

Word
________

______________
Meaning

something that
protection
factor one of many
keeps a person or
pro•tec•tion
things that
fac•tor
thing from getting
noun
cause or
____________
noun
___________ or
affect a situation
________ damaged

Examples

Images

During our class field trip to the
Texting
whileteacher
drivingencouraged
is a major
desert, our

One of the most important ________
when I purchase a gift for a friend is
the __________________________.

factor
teen car shirt,
us wearinamany
long-sleeved

accidents
________________________.
hat and ________________ to
1protection from the sun.
offer
A good
night’s sleep and a
2
nutritious breakfast are key

factor
________

factor (noun)

factors in a student’s

factor
________

exams
performance on ___________.
! Verbal Practice (Think-Pair-Share-Write):
One of the best ways to

! Verbal
Practice (Think-Pair-Share-Write):
(always/never)
One of the most important
Our community is donating free

a laptop containing your schoolwork is to
30

when I purchase a gift for a friend is the
to offer

for people without shelter during the cold winter months.
2

Word

Meaning
Examples
© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. 2016 ~ All rights
reserved.
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protect

to stop someone

pro•tect

or something

verb

Bike riders should always wear

helmets to protect their
from being hurt or ________________________.
______________

________

protection

something that

During our class field trip to the

5

§ Use your public voice if you are called:
3x louder and 2x slower than your
partnering private voice.
§ Listen for and record a strong example that
can be your Vocabulary Velcro.
§ Listen for and point out similarities.
My example is similar to _’s.
31

Everyday English

Academic English

§ What did you put?

§ What example did
you select?

§ I put __.

§ I selected __.
§ What response did
you appreciate?
§ I appreciated __.

32

factor

(noun)

One major _________ that can
contribute to a ____________
grade on a test is __________
________________________

33

PROMPT: What are key factors

a parent must consider before
leaving a child at home alone?
Construct a thoughtful response in
academic register that includes
relevant examples.
35

34

§ Choose a familiar context.
§ Write a sentence frame that doesn’t require overly
complex grammar.
§ Write a sentence frame that can be completed in
many ways using students’ background knowledge.
§ Prepare a model response that you anticipate
students will not come up with on their own.
§ Embed a grammatical target.
36
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§ Each time you introduce a word’s part of speech:

Target Word: portion (noun)

1. State the part of speech using the technical term.

§ I wish the cafeteria served two __ of __.
§ A healthy diet includes several __ of __.
§ For dinner we usually eat one __ of __.

2. Define it using a consistent, student-friendly phrase.
3. Provide relevant context.

§ The word we are learning, evaluate, is a verb, an
action word. This verb or action word is commonly
used by teachers or scientists to discuss how they
review assignments or results.

Target word: respond (verb)
§ A kind teacher always __ to students’
questions in a __ manner.
§ When the bell rang, I __ by immediately __.

38

37

Prius owners firmly believe
that their hybrid car provides
benefits
them with several ________,
including being able to
drive
in the diamond lane
_______________________

www.cde
.ca.gov/
re/pn/rc

39

1. Explicitly teach target language elements.

2. Use consistent instructional routines.
3. Modulate lesson task demands with a
gradual release process.
4. Orchestrate lesson interactions with clear
steps and language targets.
5. Monitor language production conscientiously.

§ A technique that a teacher uses to
accomplish a specific lesson task.
§ Popcorn/Round Robin Reading
§ Think-Pair-Share
§ Equity Sticks
§ Kahoot (Game-Based Learning Platform)

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. 2017 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission
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§ A research-informed, classroom-tested,
step-by-step sequence of teacher and
student actions that are regularly followed
to address a specific instructional goal.
§ Using Response Frames
§ Teaching Vocabulary (Topic/High-Utility)
§ Leading an Academic Discussion
§ Building Reading Fluency
§ Analyzing and Unpacking a Writing Model

Academic Vocabulary Toolkit

Academic

VOCABULARY

Toolkit
Mastering High-Use Words for Academic Achievement

Grade 5

Toolkit
Mastering High-Use Words for Academic Achievement

> Analyze Informational Text

> Compare and Contrast

> Cause and Effect

> Infer

> Sequence

> Argue

> Compare and Contrast

> Cause and Effect

> Infer

> Sequence

> Argue

Toolkit
for Academic Achievement

with Theresa Hancock

Coming Spring 2017:
Grades 7 & 8

Dr. Kate Kinsella
with Theresa Hancock

•

> Create

Kinsella

> Describe

> Create

> AnalyzeMastering
Informational
Text
High-Use Words

Toolkit

Hancock

5

> Describe

§ Maximized student engagement and
thereby learning

Mastering High-Use Words
for Academic Achievement

•

Grade 5

Academic
VOCABULARY

Kinsella

Academic Vocabulary Toolkit

Academic

VOCABULARY

§ Both students and teachers devote
“cognitive capital” to the content rather
than the process

Academic
VOCABULARY

Dr. Kate Kinsella
Elementary: 3-6
5

§ Efficient lesson delivery and use of time

Hancock

888-915-3276 | NGL.Cengage.com
Kinsella & Hancock (2014). Nat. Geo.
Learning.

§ Pre-teach lesson concepts and topic words.
§ Explicitly teach high-utility vocabulary using
a consistent, interactive routine.
§ Assign informational text sets.
§ Text context analysis and word study skills.
§ Teach language for competencies related to
text analysis and verbal/written response.
§ Teach the language for key writing tasks:
informative, argument, summary, research.

ELEMENTARY
888-915-3276 | NGL.Cengage.com

ELEMENTARY

§ Dr. Kate Kinsella grants permission for materials
included in this presentation to be used as is or
with slight modification for K-12 district use, only
with credit to the author (source _: adapted from _).
§ These materials may not be published, presented
at conferences, distributed on the internet or used
or adapted by any publisher or professional
development provider without securing prior written
permission from the author: katek@sfsu.edu
47

Kate Kinsella, Ed.D.
San Francisco State University
Center for Teacher Efficacy
katek@sfsu.edu (707) 473-9030
hancocktheresa@gmail.com (916) 468-2867
48
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Questions to Plan Vocabulary Instruction to Support Text Comprehension,
Academic Discussion, and Constructed Written Responses
Domain-Specific Vocabulary: (Conceptual, Technical, Topic-Centric)
1. Which words are most vital to understanding the central lesson concepts
and key ideas/messages in the text?
2. Is the concept significant and does it therefore require pre-teaching?
3. Are there words that can be grouped together to enhance understanding
of a central concept?
4. How much prior knowledge will students have about this word or its
related concepts?
5. Is the word encountered frequently in academic contexts?
High-Utility Vocabulary: (Widely-Used Across Academic Disciplines)
1. What high-utility academic words are included in this literary text passage
or informational text section that are synonyms for more commonplace
words students will no doubt already know (e.g., insufficient, not enough;
issue, problem; essential, necessary; perspective, idea/opinion)?
2. What high-utility academic words are included in text analysis and
discussion questions or related writing prompts that will be necessary for
students to respond competently on lesson tasks or assessments?
3. Is it sufficient for students to simply recognize and understand this word
(receptive vocabulary) or will they need to competently use this word
(productive vocabulary) at this stage of 1st or 2nd language development?
4. Does the word have another high-frequency meaning that I should
address (is the word polysemous - e.g., critical (judgmental vs. crucial)?
5. Does the word have high-frequency word family members that I should
point out (e.g., analyze, verb; analysis, noun; analytical, adjective)
6. Which words can easily be figured out from the context/text resources
during either independent or teacher-mediated reading?
© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. 2013 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission.
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Adolescent Sleep Research - Findings for Secondary Schools
Larry Gable & Kate Kinsella, Ed.D

January, 2013

(boldface: high-utility academic vocabulary; capitalized: topic-specific & technical terms)
(1)
In recent years researchers have
concluded that the average ADOLESCENT
in America does not get enough sleep during
the week. Many factors can influence an
adolescent’s ability to get a good night’s
sleep before tackling a challenging school
day. However, no matter what the specific
reasons are, it is clear that insufficient sleep
can lead to a variety of physical, emotional
and academic problems.

long time, they naturally get sleepy and fall
asleep. Now they realize that circadian
clocks set our sleeping patterns. Many teens
experience something similar to the jet lag of
long distance travelers. Even though teens
may have experienced a physically active
and intellectually demanding day, falling
asleep can be challenging. The circadian
clock keeps them alert just when other people
get sleepy.

(2) Sleep researchers began studying teen
sleep patterns in the 1980s. They found that
many adolescents actually require more
than nine hours of sleep. That is as much as
infants and young children require, and much
more than adults do. Adolescents just get
sleepy considerably later than others, so
going to bed earlier hardly makes a
difference.

(5)
The National Sleep Foundation
contends that American teenagers actually
need more than nine hours of sleep every
night, not just on weekends. However,
surveys indicate that only 15% of teens
sleep 8.5 hours or more on a regular basis.
Moreover, more than 25% of adolescents
sleep 6.5 hours or fewer on school nights.

(3) People need different amounts of sleep
in different stages of life. Babies and
children require many hours of deep sleep.
Until age ten most children wake up fresh and
energetic. At PUBERTY, however, the
body’s clock which regulates sleeping and
waking hours changes. This delay in the
body’s “CIRCADIAN CLOCK” causes teens
to be wide awake at 9 or 10 p.m. when
people of other ages are typically getting
tired. The hormone melatonin, which
regulates sleep in humans, does not enter
teens’ bodies until around 11 p.m. As a
result, adolescents tend to become drowsy
and fall asleep later much than children or
adults. The hormone melatonin remains in
their systems until around 8 a.m. If teens get
up early for zero period classes such as jazz
band and AP chemistry starting as early as
7:00 a.m., they arrive to school semi-awake.
More seriously, they are losing critical hours
of sleep night after school night.
(4)
For many years scientists have
assumed that after people are awake for a

(6)
Going to bed earlier does not
necessarily assure that a teenager will get
additional sleep. The circadian clock
creates "FORBIDDEN ZONES" when falling
asleep is almost impossible. For many teens
the forbidden zone is in the evening hours.
Therefore, even if teens go to their rooms
relatively early, they do not usually go to
sleep promptly. Instead, they tend to read,
play games, listen to music or send text
messages to friends until they start to get
tired at 11 p.m. or later.
(7)
Surprisingly, sleeping for a long time
on weekends does not remedy the problem.
Researchers refer to that as "BINGE
SLEEPING." Teens catch up on sleep, but
they do not establish a healthy sleeping
pattern. If a teen sleeps until noon or 2:00
p.m., the brain recognizes that as a time for
sleep. When Monday morning comes again,
the brain is still on the wrong schedule. Thus,
schools may begin bright and early, but
teenage brains do not wake up until
considerably later in the day.

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. 2013 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission.
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(8)
When people get too little sleep on a
routine basis, negative things are bound to
happen. Chronic sleep loss has numerous
impacts on a teen’s health. A youth who
averages only 5 to 7 hours of sleep will
definitely feel tired and irritable. Being tired
produces mood changes, so it causes many
teens not to get along well with others at
school or at home, and to have arguments
over fairly unimportant things. Furthermore,
insufficient sleep often contributes to a
feeling of helplessness and depression.
Finally, being tired slows down teens’ mental
reactions. Sleep deprived teens don’t react
quickly and struggle to follow directions, pay
attention and learn, especially in their earliest
classes.

(11) In recent years a few school districts
have actually established a later starting time
for high schools. The first large district was
the Minneapolis School District in 1997. It
changed starting times at high schools from
7:15 to 8:40 a.m. Reports now indicate that
students there are sleeping at least five
additional hours per week.

(9)
In addition to these impacts on mental
health, physical reactions slow down
considerably. Exhausted teens are likely to
feel heavy, groggy and clumsy, even playing
a favorite sport or instrument. Experts report
that many car accidents involving teens
actually come from their slow reactions, not
from poor judgment. Moreover, researchers
agree that regular sleep loss can negatively
affect a teens’ growth rate and immune
system, which prevents people from
becoming ill.

(13)
The number of school districts that
start the day later is growing. Several dozen
already have done it, and many others are
discussing it. The U.S. Congress is even
considering a bill called "Zzz's to A's” that
encourages secondary schools to make the
change. As a result, American teenagers
may eventually see the day when clocks at
school keep time with the clocks inside their
bodies.

(12)
Now teachers, parents and students
are observing positive changes. Over half of
the district's high school teachers report that
students are more alert during the first two
class periods. Attendance has increased,
grades are higher, and staff and students
alike say that the environment at school and
home is more positive and productive.

(10)
A hyper-active circadian clock
does indeed make falling asleep more
challenging for teens. However, unproductive
bedtime habits can make falling asleep all the
more difficult. Medical doctors advise teens
to follow these healthy bedtime habits to
make falling asleep easier: 1) Go to bed
around the same time each night; this helps
the body get into a familiar routine. 2) Follow
a calming bedtime routine such as reading or
taking a bath. 3) Don’t exercise just before
going to bed. 4) Avoid foods and drinks with
caffeine, such as sodas and chocolate. 5)
Use the bed just for sleeping – not doing
homework, watching TV, sending text
messages, playing video games or talking on
the phone. That way, teens will train their
bodies to associate their bed primarily with
rest and sleep, not with recreation.
© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. 2013 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission.
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The Academic Word List (Averil Coxhead, 2000):
a list of 570 high-incidence and high-utility academic word families
for Secondary School, Higher Education, Career

There is a very important specialized vocabulary for learners intending to pursue academic studies in English at the
secondary and post-secondary levels. The Academic Word List, compiled by Coxhead (2000), consists of 570 word
families that are not in the most frequent 2,000 words of English but which occur reasonably frequently over a very
wide range of academic texts. These 570 words are grouped into ten sublists that reflect word frequency and range.
A word like analyze falls into Sublist 1, which contains the most frequent words, while the word adjacent falls into
Sublist 10 which includes the least frequent (amongst this list of high incidence and high utility words). The following
ten sublists contain the headwords of the families in the Academic Word List. In other words, the ten sublists contain
the most frequent form of the word, more often a noun or verb form, although there may be one or more important
related word forms. For example, the headword analyze would also include analyst, analytic, analytical and
analytically in the word family.
The Academic Word List is not restricted to a specific field of study. That means that the words are useful for
learners studying in disciplines as varied as literature, science, health, business, and law. This high utility academic
word list does not contain technical words likely to appear in only one, specialized field of study such as amortization,
lexicon, onomatopoeia, or cartilage. Two-thirds of all academic English words come from Latin, French (through
Latin), or Greek. Understandably, knowledge of the most high incidence and high utility academic words in English
can significantly boost a student’s comprehension level of school-based reading material. Secondary students who
are taught these high-utility academic words and routinely placed in contexts requiring their usage are likely to be
able to master academic material with more confidence and efficiency, wasting less time and energy in guessing
words or consulting dictionaries than those who are only equipped with the most basic 2000-3000 words that
characterize ordinary conversation.

Sources: Coxhead, Averil. (2000). A new academic word list. TESOL Quarterly, 34, 213-238.
Averil Coxhead’s website: http://language.massey.ac.nz/staff/awl/index.shtml
1. analyze approach area assess assume
authority available benefit concept consist
context constitute contract data define derive
distribute economy environment establish
estimate evident factor finance formula
function income indicate individual interpret
involve issue labor legal legislate major
method occur percent period principle
proceed process policy require research
respond role section sector significant similar
source specific structure theory vary
2. achieve acquire administrate affect
appropriate aspect assist category chapter
commission community complex compute
conclude conduct consequent construct
consume credit culture design distinct equate
element evaluate feature final focus impact
injure institute invest item journal maintain
normal obtain participate perceive positive
potential previous primary purchase range
region regulate relevant reside resource
restrict secure seek select site strategy
survey text tradition transfer

3. alternative circumstance comment
compensate component consent considerable
constant constrain contribute convene
coordinate core corporate correspond criteria
deduce demonstrate document dominate
emphasis ensure exclude fund framework
illustrate immigrate imply initial instance
interact justify layer link locate maximize
minor negate outcome partner philosophy
physical proportion publish react register rely
remove scheme sequence sex shift specify
sufficient task technical technique technology
valid volume
4. access adequacy annual apparent
approximate attitude attribute civil code
commit communicate concentrate confer
contrast cycle debate despite dimension
domestic emerge error ethnic goal grant
hence hypothesis implement implicate impose
integrate internal investigate job label
mechanism obvious occupy option output
overall parallel parameter phase predict prior
principal professional project promote regime
resolve retain series statistic status stress
subsequent sum summary undertake

(Kinsella, San Francisco State University, 811)
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5. academy adjust alter amend aware
capacity challenge clause compound conflict
consult contact decline discrete draft enable
energy enforce entity equivalent evolve
expand expose external facilitate fundamental
generate generation image liberal license
logic margin mental medical modify monitor
network notion objective orient perspective
precise prime psychology pursue ratio reject
revenue stable style substitute sustain
symbol target transit trend version welfare
whereas
6. abstract acknowledge accuracy aggregate
allocate assign attach author bond brief
capable cite cooperate discriminate display
diverse domain edit enhance estate exceed
expert explicit federal fee flexible furthermore
gender ignorance incentive incorporate
incidence index inhibit initiate input instruct
intelligence interval lecture migrate minimum
ministry motive neutral nevertheless overseas
precede presume rational recover reveal
scope subsidy tape trace transform transport
underlie utilize

9. accommodate analogy anticipate assure
attain behalf cease coherent coincide
commence compatible concurrent confine
controversy converse device devote diminish
distort duration erode ethic found format
inherent insight integral intermediate manual
mature mediate medium military minimal
mutual norm overlap passive portion
preliminary protocol qualitative refine relax
restrain revolution rigid route scenario sphere
subordinate supplement suspend team
temporary trigger unify violate vision
10. adjacent albeit assemble collapse
colleague compile conceive convince depress
encounter enormous forthcoming incline
integrity intrinsic invoke levy likewise
nonetheless notwithstanding odd ongoing
panel persist pose reluctance
so-called straightforward undergo whereby

7. adapt adult advocate aid channel
chemical classic comprehensive comprise
confirm contrary convert couple decade
definite deny differentiate dispose dynamic
equip eliminate empirical extract file finite
foundation globe grade guarantee hierarchy
identical ideology infer innovate insert
intervene isolate media mode paradigm
phenomenon priority prohibit publication
quote release reverse simulate sole
somewhat submit successor survive thesis
topic transmit ultimate unique visible
voluntary
8. abandon accompany accumulate
ambiguous appendix appreciate arbitrary
automate bias chart clarify commodity
complement conform contemporary contradict
crucial currency denote detect deviate
displace drama eventual exhibit exploit
fluctuate guideline highlight implicit induce
inevitable infrastructure inspect intense
manipulate minimize nuclear offset paragraph
plus practitioner predominant prospect radical
random reinforce restore revise schedule
tense terminate theme thereby uniform
vehicle via virtual visual widespread

(Kinsella, San Francisco State University, 811)
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Academic Word Family Chart ~ Argumentation
Nouns
argument

argue

Verbs

response

respond

statement

state

Adjectives

Adverbs

perspective
opinion

opinionated

belief

believe

contention

contend
convince

assumption

(un)believable
(un)convincing

assume

reason

(un)reasonable
(un)certain

validity

certainly

(in)valid

assertion

assert

claim

claim

contradiction

contradict

evidence

evident

significance

(in)significant

relevance

(ir)relevant

significantly

conclusion

conclude

(in)conclusive

understanding

understand

understandable

understandably

elaboration

elaborate

justification

justify

(un)justifiable

justifiably

(in)accurate

accurately

accuracy
consideration

(re)consider

considerable

considerably

analysis

analyze

analytical

analytically

emphasis

(de)emphasize

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. 2015 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission.
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Common Prefixes and Suffixes in Academic English Vocabulary
Common Prefixes (Providing Clues to Word Meaning)
Prefix

Definition

Examples

anti
comdedisenexilimininterirnonover
post
prepro
resemisubtrans
ununder-

against
together, with
away, from
apart, opposite of
in, put into
out
not
not
into, not
between
not
not
beyond, too much
after
before
forward
again
half
under
across
not
beneath, too little

antiperspirant, antibiotic
commune, communicate
defrost, demote
disconnect, dishonest
enliven, ensnare
exit, extinguish
illegal, illicit
improper, immature
insight, incorrect
intersection, interrupt
irregular, irreversible
nonfat, nonsense
overweight, oversleep
post-test, postwar
prevent, predict
proceed, progressive
review, recycle
semicircle, semisweet
submerge, submarine
transportation, transmit
unable, unreal
undershirt, undernourished

Reminder Word

Common Suffixes (Providing Clues to Part of Speech)
Suffix

Definition

Examples

-ance (n)
-ence (n)
-tion/-sion (n)
-ity (n)
-ment (n)
-ness (n)
-ure (n)

having the quality of
having the quality of
a thing, a noun
having the quality of
quality or act
quality or act
action, result

appearance, endurance
independence, inference
invention, suspension
creativity, acidity
requirement, excitement
kindness, wildness
closure, pleasure

-ant (adj)
-able/-ible (adj)
-ent (adj)
-est (adj)
-er (adj)
-ic/-ical (adj)
-ive (adj)
-less (adj)

having the quality of
able to
having the quality of
most
more
relating to
having the quality of
without

significant, pleasant
believable, incredible
obedient, independent
biggest, brightest
higher, stronger
catastrophic, comical
supportive, argumentative
careless, motionless

-ly (adv)
-ward (adv)

having the quality of
having the quality of

carefully, weekly
forward, homeward

-ate (v)
-ify (v)
-ize (v)

to make a certain way
to make a certain way
to make a certain way

complicate, agitate
simplify, verify
categorize, plagiarize

Reminder Word

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. 2013 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission.
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Word Selection Rationale

compelling
assume
distinct
design
precede
concept
feature

impact

support
generalization
share
plan
currently
indicate
demonstrate

lead

emphasize
involve
contrast
elaborate
eventually
evidence
accurate

factor

state
generalize
distinguish
include
subsequently
data
description

cause

proof
logical
equivalent
generate
beforehand
position
explanation

reason

claim
determine
differ
approach
after
analysis
characteristic

influence

opposing
imply
differ
strategy
preceding
concept
respond

outcome

support
presume
unique
create
ultimately
excerpt
illustrate

influence

reasonable
context
identical
accomplish
eventually
context
characteristic

alter

position
deduce
contrast
collaborate
subsequently
discuss
quality

result

persuade
infer
comparable
propose
previously
section
aspect

factor

perspective
interpret
comparison
produce
initially
significant
description

impact

convincing
communicate
unlike
elaborate
prior
major
location

reaction

evidence
determine
in
common
common

demonstrate
previous
message
experience

occur

convince
assumption
differently
revise
following
precise
include

lead

argument
conclusion
similarity
provide
afterward
emphasize
appearance

affect

fact
assume
difference
develop
final
essential
trait

consequence

opinion
conclude
similar
present
process
focus
character

result

experience
prediction
opposite
response
following
example
event

Grade 3
PD22 Best Practices

change

disagree
clue
similarity
organize
finally
fact
contain

happen

agree
probably
difference
provide
after
information
personality

solution

reason
figure out
similar
prepare
before
detail
physical

problem

believe
predict
different
task
next
topic
behavior

effect

discussion
decide
alike
complete
order
cause
important
type

Argument
Inference
Compare
and
Contrast
Sequence
Cause
and
Effect
Analyze
Informational
Text
Describe

Create

Unit 7
Unit 6
Unit 5
Unit 4
Unit 3
Unit 2

Kinsella, K. and Hancock, T. (2015). Academic Vocabulary Toolkit, Grades 3-6. National Geographic Learning/Cengage.
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Unit 1

At each grade level, the Academic Vocabulary Toolkit provides students with a new set of
words to expand their communicative repertoire for the eight foundational competencies.
Each unit of study is designed to engender enthusiasm for language study and equip
young scholars with the communicative confidence and competence to meet the academic
discourse demands of advanced elementary and secondary coursework.

Grade 4

The Academic Vocabulary Toolkit is divided into eight units (shown on PD23) that are
recursive across grades 3, 4, 5, and 6. Each unit addresses a competency required for
advanced literacy tasks and skillful communication in upper-elementary and secondary
curricula. The eight consistent units emerged from a detailed analysis of the shifts in new
standards for literacy and language instruction and performance-based assessments. To
write compelling narrative texts, students need a practical toolkit of words at their disposal
to describe environments, sequence events, and interpret human behavior. Similarly, to
conduct research and construct competent expository and informational responses, young
writers must have an adept command of vocabulary to analyze text, make inferences, and
discuss causes and effects. Engaging in data-driven debates and project-based learning with
peers requires additional lexical resources for collaboration and argument.

Grade 5

Transitioning from the primary grades where considerable emphasis is placed on
foundational literacy skills, upper-elementary students require informed and dedicated
attention to advanced social and academic language, vocabulary development, and
effective expression. To interact meaningfully with text, engage in curriculum-focused
inquiry and collaboration, and construct competent written responses, students at every
English proficiency level will benefit from explicit language and literacy instruction, and
orchestrated interactions with their teachers and peers.

Grade 6

Throughout the nation, states have adopted rigorous new standards for English language
arts and English language development, with complementary goals and themes. Both sets
of standards aim to equip K-12 students, native English speakers, and English learners alike,
with the capacities of literate, articulate young scholars. Next generation assessments place
greater emphasis on close analytical reading, evidence-based discussion, and text-dependent
written responses. Students will be required to articulate their text comprehension,
synthesize, and justify claims using complex and varied sentences, precise vocabulary, and
grammatical accuracy.

Unit 8

Academic Competency-Aligned Units

Word Selection Rationale

PD23

behavior

type

detail

topic

important

solution

problem

effect

cause

finally

after

before

next

order

response

organize

provide

prepare

task

complete

similar

opposite

similarity

difference

similar

different

alike

assume

conclude

prediction

clue

probably

figure out

predict

decide

argument

fact

opinion

experience

disagree

agree

reason

believe

discussion

Word Selection Rationale

physical

information

happen

following

present

difference

conclusion

convince

Academic Competency-Aligned Units

personality

fact

change

process

develop

similarity

assumption

evidence

Throughout the nation, states have adopted rigorous new standards for English language
arts and English language development, with complementary goals and themes. Both sets
of standards aim to equip K-12 students, native English speakers, and English learners alike,
with the capacities of literate, articulate young scholars. Next generation assessments place
greater emphasis on close analytical reading, evidence-based discussion, and text-dependent
written responses. Students will be required to articulate their text comprehension,
synthesize, and justify claims using complex and varied sentences, precise vocabulary, and
grammatical accuracy.

contain

example

result

final

provide

differently

determine

convincing

Transitioning from the primary grades where considerable emphasis is placed on
foundational literacy skills, upper-elementary students require informed and dedicated
attention to advanced social and academic language, vocabulary development, and
effective expression. To interact meaningfully with text, engage in curriculum-focused
inquiry and collaboration, and construct competent written responses, students at every
English proficiency level will benefit from explicit language and literacy instruction, and
orchestrated interactions with their teachers and peers.

event

focus

consequence

afterward

revise

in
common
common

communicate

perspective

The Academic Vocabulary Toolkit is divided into eight units (shown on PD23) that are
recursive across grades 3, 4, 5, and 6. Each unit addresses a competency required for
advanced literacy tasks and skillful communication in upper-elementary and secondary
curricula. The eight consistent units emerged from a detailed analysis of the shifts in new
standards for literacy and language instruction and performance-based assessments. To
write compelling narrative texts, students need a practical toolkit of words at their disposal
to describe environments, sequence events, and interpret human behavior. Similarly, to
conduct research and construct competent expository and informational responses, young
writers must have an adept command of vocabulary to analyze text, make inferences, and
discuss causes and effects. Engaging in data-driven debates and project-based learning with
peers requires additional lexical resources for collaboration and argument.

character

essential

affect

following

demonstrate

unlike

interpret

persuade

At each grade level, the Academic Vocabulary Toolkit provides students with a new set of
words to expand their communicative repertoire for the eight foundational competencies.
Each unit of study is designed to engender enthusiasm for language study and equip
young scholars with the communicative confidence and competence to meet the academic
discourse demands of advanced elementary and secondary coursework.

trait

emphasize

lead

previous

elaborate

comparison

infer

position

Unit 8

appearance

precise

occur

prior

produce

comparable

deduce

reasonable

Unit 7

include

message

reaction

initially

propose

contrast

context

support

Unit 6

experience

major

impact

previously

collaborate

identical

presume

opposing

Unit 5

location

significant

factor

subsequently

accomplish

unique

imply

claim

Unit 4

description

section

result

eventually

create

differ

determine

proof

Unit 3

aspect

discuss

alter

ultimately

strategy

differ

logical

state

Unit 2

quality

context

influence

preceding

approach

equivalent

generalize

emphasize

Unit 1

characteristic

excerpt

outcome

after

generate

distinguish

involve

support

Argument

illustrate

concept

influence

beforehand

include

contrast

generalization

compelling

Inference

respond

analysis

reason

subsequently

elaborate

share

assume

Compare
and
Contrast

characteristic

position

cause

eventually

plan

distinct

Create

explanation

data

factor

currently

design

Sequence

description

evidence

lead

precede
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Cause
and
Effect

accurate

indicate

impact

Grade 4

Analyze
Informational
Text

demonstrate

concept

Grade 5

Describe

feature

Grade 6

Grade 3
PD22 Best Practices

Word Selection Rationale

PD23

Grade 5

Unit 5
Compare
and
Contrast

Unit 6

Inference

Unit 7

Argument

Unit 8

demonstrate

clarify
characteristic
symbolize
explanation
function
feature
description
coherent
accurate
description

respond

illustrate

explanation
description
respond
aspect
unique
complex
quality
element
characteristic
attribute

location

experience

characteristic
character
explanation
trait
description
accurate
appearance
demonstrate
include
feature

event

contain

description
type
aspect
behavior
quality
characteristic
physical
illustrate
personality
respond

concept

indicate

interpret
analysis
critical
position
investigate
factual
data
present
evidence
summarize

concept

excerpt

introduce
significant
analyze
section
consider
indicate
discuss
objective
context
subjective

major

message

analysis
focus
position
essential
data
evidence
emphasize
indicate
precise
concept

example

fact

significant
important
section
topic
discuss
context
detail
excerpt
information
concept

impact

lead

alternative
influence
obstacle
reason
pattern
potential
cause
trend
factor
resolution

outcome

influence

significance
impact
reaction
factor
various
circumstance
result
influence
alterto
lead

reaction

occur

influence
result
reason
consequence
cause
factor
affect
lead
lead
impact

change

happen

impact
cause
factor
effect
result
alter
problem
influence
solution
outcome

precede

currently

current
after
phase
beforehand
transition
consequently
subsequently
eventual
eventually
ultimate

preceding

ultimately

requirement
initially
priority
previously
initial
series
subsequently
prior
eventually
process

prior

previous

after
process
beforehand
final
subsequently
eventually
afterward
currently
following
precede

following

finally

initially
order
previously
next
subsequently
eventually
before
ultimately
after
preceding

design

plan

modify
approach
communicate
generate
organize
preparation
include
option
elaborate
solution

strategy

create

contribution
produce
develop
propose
select
integrate
collaborate
solve
accomplish
strategy

elaborate

demonstrate

approach
present
generate
develop
include
elaborate
provide
plan
revise
design

response

organize

produce
complete
propose
task
collaborate
accomplish
prepare
create
provide
strategy

distinct

share

aspect
differ
comparable
equivalent
draw
distinction
distinguish
comparison
contrast
direct

differ

unique

advantage
comparison
compatible
comparable
correspond
distinguish
contrast
problematic
identical
viewpoint

unlike

in
common
common

differ
similar
equivalent
difference
distinguish
contrast
similarity
share
differently
distinct

opposite

similarity

comparison
alike
comparable
different
contrast
identical
similar
unique
difference
differ

assume

generalization

expand
determine
perceive
logical
generalization
perception
generalize
presume
involve
conclusion

imply

presume

conclusion
interpret
prediction
infer
assumption
infer
deduce
imply
context
interpretation

communicate

determine

determine
conclude
logical
assume
generalize
involve
conclusion
generalization
assumption
assume

prediction

clue

interpret
decide
infer
predict
deduce
context
figure out
presume
probably
imply

compelling

support

crucial
claim
maintain
proof
opposition
principle
state
resolve
emphasize
sufficient

opposing

support

point
perspective
emphasis
persuade
justify
logical
position
relevance
reasonable
valid

convincing

evidence

claim
opinion
proof
fact
state
emphasize
argument
support
convince
compelling

experience

disagree

perspective
discussion
persuade
believe
position
reasonable
reason
support
agree
opposing

Word Selection Rationale

Unit 4
Create

feature
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Academic Competency-Aligned Units

Unit 3
Sequence

Throughout the nation, states have adopted rigorous new standards for English language
arts and English language development, with complementary goals and themes. Both sets
of standards aim to equip K-12 students, native English speakers, and English learners alike,
with the capacities of literate, articulate young scholars. Next generation assessments place
greater emphasis on close analytical reading, evidence-based discussion, and text-dependent
written responses. Students will be required to articulate their text comprehension,
synthesize, and justify claims using complex and varied sentences, precise vocabulary, and
grammatical accuracy.

Unit 2
Cause
and
Effect

Transitioning from the primary grades where considerable emphasis is placed on
foundational literacy skills, upper-elementary students require informed and dedicated
attention to advanced social and academic language, vocabulary development, and
effective expression. To interact meaningfully with text, engage in curriculum-focused
inquiry and collaboration, and construct competent written responses, students at every
English proficiency level will benefit from explicit language and literacy instruction, and
orchestrated interactions with their teachers and peers.

Unit 1
Analyze
Informational
Text

The Academic Vocabulary Toolkit is divided into eight units (shown on PD23) that are
recursive across grades 3, 4, 5, and 6. Each unit addresses a competency required for
advanced literacy tasks and skillful communication in upper-elementary and secondary
curricula. The eight consistent units emerged from a detailed analysis of the shifts in new
standards for literacy and language instruction and performance-based assessments. To
write compelling narrative texts, students need a practical toolkit of words at their disposal
to describe environments, sequence events, and interpret human behavior. Similarly, to
conduct research and construct competent expository and informational responses, young
writers must have an adept command of vocabulary to analyze text, make inferences, and
discuss causes and effects. Engaging in data-driven debates and project-based learning with
peers requires additional lexical resources for collaboration and argument.

Describe

At each grade level, the Academic Vocabulary Toolkit provides students with a new set of
words to expand their communicative repertoire for the eight foundational competencies.
Each unit of study is designed to engender enthusiasm for language study and equip
young scholars with the communicative confidence and competence to meet the academic
discourse demands of advanced elementary and secondary coursework.

Grade 6
Grade 7

PD22 Best Practices

Grade 8

Word Selection Rationale

PD23

Kinsella, K. and Hancock, T. (2015). Academic Vocabulary Toolkit, Grades 3-6. National Geographic Learning/Cengage.

It remains unclear whether
It is challenging to determine whether
It cannot be easily decided whether
It continues to be problematic to state
Taking into consideration both sides of this
issue, it is unclear that

It is not entirely clear that
It seems less important that
It is not perfectly evident that
It is simply not worth noting that
It is clearly not worth arguing that
It is not always (true, the case) that
The argument that __ is (invalid, illogical,
flawed, erroneous).

It is clear that
It is important that
It is evident that
It is worth noting that
It is essential that

Verbs Phrases

To INDIRECTLY state your opinion . . .

Language Tools: Opinion and Argument Writing

Verb Phrases

To DIRECTLY state your opinion . . .
Verbs
I...
think, believe,
agree, view
conclude, contend,
support, maintain,
concur, consider
I...
contend
maintain

I’m . . .
undecided
uncertain
unconvinced
unsure

1 of 3
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Examples:
It is certainly true that; I can definitely (see how, understand why); I wholeheartedly support; I firmly believe; I fully recognize;
The research team surely defends; Recent studies clearly demonstrate; Current data definitely points to

Adverbs to add emphasis: certainly, definitely, perfectly, completely, surely, clearly, wholeheartedly, firmly, fully, honestly, still

I...
personally/honestly think
firmly believe, continue to believe
strongly agree
am/remain convinced that
fully support the notion that
I...
would argue strongly that
do not (think, believe)
still contend
still maintain
cannot support the position
disagree (somewhat, entirely)
in no way believe
am unconvinced
I...
am somewhat undecided whether
remain unconvinced
am more inclined to believe
see both sides of the issue
am still on the fence about

agree
disagree
undecided

agree
disagree
undecided

19

4. To introduce examples
For example,
As an illustration,
For instance,
Another (example, factor, instance) is
As an example,
As a/an (recent, additional, typical) example,
To illustrate,

One reason I hold this position is
Another (key, major) reason (restate claim) is
A compelling reason for __ is
It is also clear that
Perhaps the most important reason for

2. To introduce reasons

Language Tools: Opinion and Argument Writing
Transition Words and Phrases
1. To establish your point of view
Drawing from my (family, school, athletic, work) experience,
Based on my experience as a/an (female, athlete, immigrant),
As a (competitive athlete, college-bound teenager),
During my (pre-school years, childhood, adolescence),
In my elementary school experience,
Within my (culture, community, neighborhood),
Amongst my (peers, family members, classmates),
3. To introduce a data-driven claim/position
After reading the article, __,
After examining the issues surrounding __,
After analyzing the research findings on __,
After considering the arguments in favor of __,
After examining the issues surrounding __,
Having reviewed the recent data on __,
Having thoroughly investigated the issue of __,

© Kate Kinsella, Ed.D. 2016 All Rights Reserved

5. To introduce evidence drawn from sources
6. Transitions to introduce /connect supporting ideas
A recent study shows
According to
First, Second,
The data on __ clearly indicates
In addition,
The evidence on __ points to
Furthermore,
Abundant data illustrates
Also, Additionally,
There is strong evidence to suggest
Moreover, Most importantly,
7. Transitions to conclude
In conclusion, . . .Overall, . . .Finally, . . .Thus, . . . For these reasons, . . .To conclude, . . .To sum up, . . .To review
8. Precise Adjectives for Evidence
good = convincing, powerful, strong, compelling, relevant
new = recent, current, contemporary, up-to-date
scary = alarming, distressing, shocking, striking, disturbing
hard = difficult, troubling, challenging, complex, complicated
true = believable, convincing, plausible, persuasive
enough = adequate, sufficient, abundant, substantial
not enough = inadequate, insufficient, scarce
stupid = absurd, ridiculous, unreasonable
2 of 3
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Language Tools: Opinion and Argument Writing
Counter Argument & Refutation
Basic Approach:

Some people may (say, argue, advocate) that my (opinion, claim, position) is not (true, valid, reasonable) because __.
However, this is (incorrect, inaccurate, mistaken, wrong, categorically false) because __.

While it is true that __,

Those on the other side of the issue may emphasize __.

Advocates of __ are likely to emphasize that __.

(Opponents, Proponents) of __ will argue that __.

Some people might contend that __.

Some will state that (my claim) is not true because __.

Some will maintain __ despite the fact that __.

While that may be the case, my point is still valid because __.

Although that point is true, it is not important because __.

However, current data actually demonstrates __.

However, they should carefully consider __.

Nevertheless, I would readily point out that __.

That said, I would remind them that __.

Refuting the Counter Argument

Admittedly, __.

Transition words: but, yet, however, nevertheless, still

Introducing a Counter Argument

Defenders of __ are apt to point out that __.

•

•

Advocates for a total ban on plastic bag use may reply that these products last for up to 1,000 years in landfills despite
the fact that polls reflect a complete ban isn’t supported by most Americans (EcoWatch 35).

Proponents of an outright ban are likely to point out the fact that a higher percentage of paper bags than plastic bags is
recycled. However, current data actually demonstrates that recycling paper bags uses more energy and plastic bags
take up less space in landfills. (Malik 38).

Examples:

•

© Kate Kinsella, Ed.D. 2016 All Rights Reserved

While it is true that consumers are perfectly capable of recycling plastic bags responsibly, recent global research
suggests less than five percent of people regularly recycle bags (Malik 39).
3 of 3
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Common Direction Words in Academic Writing Prompts
ANALYZE

Break the subject (an object, event, or concept) down into parts, and explain the
various parts.

ARGUE

State a claim on an issue and support it with reasons and evidence from sources
while also countering possible statements or arguments from individuals who have
different positions.	
  

COMPARE

Show how two things are similar and different; include details or examples.	
  

CONTRAST

Show how two things are different; include details or examples.	
  

CRITIQUE

Point out both the good and bad points of something.	
  

DEFINE

Give an accurate meaning of a term with enough detail to show that you really
understand it.	
  

DESCRIBE

Write about the subject so the reader can easily visualize it; tell how it looks or
happened, including how, who, where, why.	
  

DISCUSS

Give a complete and detailed answer, including important characteristics and main
points. 	
  

EVALUATE

Give your opinion of the value of the subject; discuss its good and bad points,
strengths and weaknesses.	
  

EXPLAIN

Give the meaning of something; give facts and details that make the idea easy to
understand.

ILLUSTRATE

Give the meaning of something; give facts and details that make the idea easy to
understand.

INTERPRET

Explain the meaning of a text, statement, photo, graphic aid; discuss the results or
the effects of something.	
  

JUSTIFY

Give convincing reasons and evidence from sources to support a claim, decision,
action, or event.	
  

PERSUADE

Give convincing reasons in order to get someone to do or believe something;
appeal to the reader’s feelings and mind.	
  

RESPOND

State your overall reaction to the content, then support your individual opinions or
claims with specific reasons and relevant examples, making sure to refer back to
supporting texts.

STATE

Give the main points in brief, clear form.	
  

SUMMARIZE

Provide an objective overview of the topic and important details from a text; use
paragraph form, key topic words, and no personal opinions about the content.	
  

SYNTHESIZE

Combine ideas from different sources in a single response.	
  

TRACE

Describe an event or process in chronological order.	
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Language to Discuss Key Ideas and Details in Informational Text
Vocabulary to Discuss Key Ideas and Details in Informational Text:
nonfiction text

article

evidence

topic

message

example

Informational text

essay

data

key idea(s)

claim

reason

chapter

source

facts

main idea(s)

detail

justification

report

selection

citations

point

support

perspective

Q & A for Key Ideas and Supporting Details in Informational Text
Q: What is the topic of this article/report/paragraph/section?
A: The topic of this __________________ is ___________________.
Q: What is this paragraph/section/article mainly about?
A: This _____ is mainly about _____.
Q: What is this paragraph/section/article primarily about?
A: This _____ is primarily about _____.
Q: What does the author focus on in this paragraph/section?
A: In this _____, the author focuses on __________.
Q: What does the author address in this paragraph/section?
A: In this _____, the author addresses _____ (reasons

Language to Discuss Types of
Support within Informational Text
• reasons for _
• examples of _
• data regarding __
• evidence supporting __
• consequences of __
• problems resulting from __
• issues related to __
• arguments in support of __

for __, examples of ___, the issue of __, evidence regarding __, consequences of __).
Q: What is the author’s key idea/main point?
A: The author’s key idea is that __________________.
A: The author’s main point is that ________________.
Q: What is the author’s claim/position regarding ___?
A: The author’s claim regarding ___ is that _________.
A: The author’s position on ___ is that ________________.
Q: How does the author support his/her claim/position that ___?
A: The author supports his/her claim with ___ (convincing reasons for ___,
compelling examples of ___, extensive evidence regarding ___).
Q: What is/are the most important detail(s) in this paragraph/section?
A: One important detail in this paragraph/section is _______________.
A: A critical detail in this paragraph/section is

.

A: Another significant detail in this paragraph/section is ____________.
A: The most essential detail in this paragraph/section is __________.
© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. 2013 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission.
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Dr.  Kate  Kinsella’s  Educational  Terms,  Definitions  and  Examples  
  

KEY Term

Definition

EXEMPLARS

Instructional Routine

A research-informed, classroomtested, step-by-step sequence of
teacher and student actions that
are regularly followed to address
a specific instructional goal.

• Using Response Frames
• Teaching Vocabulary (Topical/High-Utility)
• Academic Discussion
• Ten-Minute Constructed Response
• Close Reading
• Analyzing a Student Writing Model

Clarifying Misused Educational Terms
Terms
Definitions

Teaching Strategy

Learning Strategy

Procedure

Protocol

•  
•  
A technique that a teacher uses to•  
accomplish a specific lesson task. •  

Examples not Endorsements
• Popcorn/Round Robin Reading
• Choral Reading
• Anticipation Guide
• Equity Sticks
• Numbered Heads
• Think-Pair-Share

A technique that a student uses to
accomplish a specific task or skill.

• Marking Texts
• Reviewing Study Cards
• Taking Cornel Notes
• Restating Information in Own Words
• Creating a Mnemonic
• Outline
• SQ3R  

A fixed sequence of actions or
behaviors that are followed the
same way to correctly perform a
classroom action.

• Call Response (“Class-Class” etc.)
• Lining Up
• Heading a Paper
• Turning in Work
• Distributing and Collecting Materials
• Asking a Question
• Forming Groups
• White Boards  

A set of rules, customs and
language used in formal spoken
and written interactions.

• Establishing Lesson Objectives
• Peer Feedback
• Partner Interaction
• Contributing to a Lesson Discussion
• Socratic Seminar
• Exit Slip  

Task

A small step or action assigned or
expected for students to complete
during a lesson.

Activity

A participatory experience
students engage in to understand
or practice lesson content.

Assignment

A piece of work that students are
given to acquire knowledge,
practice a skill, or demonstrate
mastery of lesson content.

• Underline
• Highlight
• Point
• Circle
• Finger Signals (Thumbs Up)
• Display Response  
• KWL Chart
• Socratic Seminar
• Debate
• Skit
• Bingo
• Word Sort
• Crossword Puzzle
• Snowball Fight  
• Timeline
• Diorama
• Collage
• Article Summary
• Essay
• Copy Definition & Write Sentence(s)
• Poster
• Workbook Exercise
• Write a Report (Video, PowerPoint)  

©  Kate  Kinsella,  Ed.  D.    2016  ~  All  rights  reserved.  
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Dr. Kinsella’s High-Utility Vocabulary Instructional Routine ~ Step by Step
Introduce the High-Utility Academic Word
Phase 1: Introducing Word

1. Establish purpose: learning a high-utility academic word
2. Pronounce the word
3. Students repeat
4. Provide part of speech
5. Syllabify
6. Students repeat
7. Provide a student-friendly definition
8. Students repeat definition and fill in blank(s)
9. Model example #1 visibly displayed
10. Students repeat example and fill in blank(s)
11. Model example #1 visibly displayed

Phase 2: Verbal Practice

12. Students repeat meaning and fill in blank(s)
Transition to Verbal Practice
1. Introduce frame for verbal practice visibly displayed, include model response
2. Students repeat model response
3. Direct attention to grammatical target(s) (underline, highlight)
4. Prompt students to consider a response
5. Cue partner (A/B, 1/2) to share response with partner (twice)
6. Circulate listening, providing feedback, and preselect initial reporters
Transition to Reporting
7. Elicit reporting with frame, visibly displayed
8. Cue preselected students to report
9. Direct students to write the word and selected response in the frame
(own, partner’s or strong response)

	
  
	
  

Transition to Writing Practice

Phase 3: Writing Practice

1. Introduce frame for writing practice visibly displayed, include model response
2. Students repeat model response (silently, phrase-cued, chorally)
3. Direct attention to grammatical target(s) (underline, highlight)
4. Prompt students to consider a response, allowing adequate think time
5. Direct students to write appropriate word form and content in the frame
6. Cue partner (A/B, 1/2) to read response to partner (twice)
7. Circulate listening, providing feedback
8. Cue partners to switch and read each other’s sentence (continue circulating)
Transition to reporting
9. Elicit reporting with frame, visibly displayed
10. Cue preselected students to report
11. Elicit additional responses
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Name

1

Date

Word

Meaning

Examples

perspective

synonym:

Parents and children usually

per•spec•tive

idea; opinion

have different perspectives on

noun

the amount of time a child
the way a
person sees or

perspective
prespectiva

Images

thinks about
something

should spend watching
television on _________ nights.
When you have an argument
with a classmate, you should
try to see the _____________
from his or her perspective.

! Verbal Practice (Think-Pair-Share-Write):
From my perspective, our cafeteria menu would be improved if it included

! Writing Practice (Think-Write-Pair-Share)
Teachers and students often have different

on how carefully

students should check their

2

Word

Meaning

Examples

accurate

synonym:

You can get an accurate

ac•cu•rate

right; correct

measurement of your height and
____________________ at the

adjective
100% correct in

_________

Images

doctor’s office.

every detail

antonym:
_________ inaccurate

It is important to include
accurate information when you
are writing a _______________.

! Verbal Practice (Think-Pair-Share-Write):
Students can check to see if their spelling is accurate with a

! Writing Practice (Think-Write-Pair-Share):
In my opinion, the (book, television show, movie )
presents an

description of the life of American children like me.

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. 2017 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission.
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Text: Lions vs. Humans
1

Word

Date

Meaning

Examples

Images

factor

one of many

Texting while driving is a major

fac•tor

things that

factor in many teen car

____________ or

________________________.

noun

affect a situation

A good night’s sleep and a
nutritious breakfast are key

________

factors in a student’s

________

performance on ___________.

! Verbal Practice (Think-Pair-Share-Write):
One of the most important

2

Word

protect
pro•tect
verb

when I purchase a gift for a friend is the

Meaning

Examples

Images

to stop someone

Bike riders should always wear

or something

helmets to protect their

from being hurt or

________________________.

______________

________
something that

During our class field trip to the

pro•tec•tion

keeps a person or

desert, our teacher encouraged

noun

thing from getting

us to wear a long-sleeved shirt,

___________ or

hat and ________________ to

damaged

offer protection from the sun.

protection

________
________

! Verbal Practice (Think-Pair-Share-Write):
One of the best ways to

a laptop containing your schoolwork is to

(always/never)
Our community is donating free

to offer

for people without shelter during the cold winter months.
© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. 2016 ~ All rights reserved.
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Structured Constructed Response Options for Newly-Taught Words
Word

Meaning

Examples

factor

one of many

Texting while driving is a major

fac•tor

things that

factor in many teen car

____________ or

________________________.

noun

affect a situation

_________
_________

Images

A good night’s sleep and a
nutritious breakfast are key
factors in a student’s
performance on ___________.

v Sentence Frame (including the word but requiring appropriate content)
Not wearing ______________________________ is often a major factor in skateboarding injuries.
The main factor in my decision not to go to the ________________________________________
was that I had _________________________________________________________________.

v Sentence Frame (requiring the correct form of the word and appropriate content)
One of the most important _________________________________ when I purchase a gift for a
close friend is the ______________________________________________________________.
One major _________________ that can contribute to a ___________________________ grade
on a test is ____________________________________________________________________.

v Prompt with a Writing Frame (requiring the correct of the word and appropriate content)
Read the prompt and construct a thoughtful response that includes relevant examples.
PROMPT: What are key factors a parent must consider before leaving a child at home alone?
Parents must consider several __________________________ before leaving a child at home alone.
One key ________________ is the child’s _______________________________. Another equally
important ________________________ is how _______________________________ the child is.

v Prompt (requiring correct word use and appropriate content in a 2-3 sentence response)
Read the prompt and construct a thoughtful 2-3 sentence response that includes relevant examples.
PROMPT: What are key factors you consider when selecting a book to read for pleasure?

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. 2016 ~ All rights reserved.
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Secondary Vocabulary Tasks: Brief Constructed Responses
1. respond
Read the prompt and construct a thoughtful response. Include relevant examples to
strengthen your response.
Students respond to the stress of final exams in different ways. Describe how you generally
respond to exam pressure, either positively or negatively.
2. complex
Read the prompt and construct a thoughtful response. Include a clear explanation to
strengthen your response.
Communities throughout the United States grapple with different issues, from inadequate
affordable housing to outdated public transportation. Identify a complex issue that faces
members of your community.
3. element
Read the prompt and construct a thoughtful response. Include relevant examples to
strengthen your response.
You know a really great story when you read one. What are some of the most essential
elements of a well-crafted story?
4. attribute
Read the prompt and construct a thoughtful response. Include relevant examples to
strengthen your response.
Many would argue that teaching five-year olds who are just starting school requires a very
special person. What are the essential attributes of an effective kindergarten teacher?
5. priority
Read the prompt and construct a thoughtful response. Include specific reasons to strengthen
your response.
At age sixteen, teenagers in the United States can legally apply for a part-time job. What will
be your two top priorities when seeking a weekend or summer job to earn some income?
6. strategy
Read the prompt and construct a thoughtful response. Include a personal experience to
strengthen your response.
Supermarkets have various strategies to encourage customers to spend more money. What
are two effective strategies your local grocery store uses to target children shopping with
their parents?
© 2016 Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. ~ All rights reserved.
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explanation

Say it: ex • pla • na • tion

noun

Write it:

Write it again:

Meaning

Examples

a description or reason to

• My brother’s explanation for

make something easier to

his missing

understand

convinced his teacher to extend
the deadline.

Synonyms

• The history professor offered an
explanation about the

• reasons

construction of The Great

TOOLKIT

.

Forms

Family

• Singular: explanation

• Verb: explain

• Plural: explanations

• Adjective: explanatory

Word Partners

Examples

• (logical/reasonable)

• There must be a reasonable explanation for why the gate was

explanation

unlocked.

• (provide/offer) an

• The soccer coach insists that each player provide an explanation
for an absence in advance.

explanation for

Try It
My coach asked me to provide an explanation for my missing

.

VERBAL PRACTICE
Talk about it
Discuss
Listen
Write

Discuss ideas with your partner, listen to classmates, and then write your favorite idea.

1. One logical explanation for why the salad tasted terrible was that the chef may have
added too (much/many)

.

2. My friend’s explanation for why she is often late to school is that every day she
has to

4 Unit 1

.
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explanation
noun
WRITING PRACTICE
Collaborate
Discuss
Agree
Write
Listen

Our Turn
Discuss
Listen
Write

Discuss ideas with your partner and agree on the best words to complete the frame.

If you feel tired in the morning, a logical
not getting enough

may be that you are
.

Read the prompt. Work with the teacher to complete the frames. Write a thoughtful response
that includes a convincing reason.
PROMPT: Imagine you offered to make posters for a school dance, but the class president declined.
What are two reasonable explanations for the refusal?

If a chairperson declined my offer to make posters for a school dance, I think one
reasonable

for this could be that other volunteers had
to promote the dance.

Another
Be an
Academic
Author
Write
Discuss
Listen

might be that the dance was

.

Read the prompt and complete the frames. Strengthen your response with a relevant example.
PROMPT: Describe a time when you arrived very late to an important event. What explanation did
you provide for being so late?

Once, I arrived very late for
The

.
I provided for being so late was that my
.

Construct a
Response
Write
Discuss
Listen

grammar
tip

Read the prompt and brainstorm ideas for a thoughtful response. Construct a response that
includes a convincing reason.
PROMPT: Describe a time that you felt extremely happy. What logical explanation can you offer for
why you felt this way?

An adjective describes, or tells about, a noun. Usually an adjective goes before the noun it
describes.
EXAMPLE: If you want to write an interesting essay, make sure you provide a compelling
introduction and a strong conclusion.
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explanation

5

Analyzing & Discussing Text

ACADEMIC VOCABULARY
Language to LISTEN ACTIVELY

Words to Go
BUILD WORD KNOWLEDGE

What example did you select? I selected     .
What example did you add? I added     .

Complete the meanings and examples for these high-utility academic words.
Words to Go

prevent
pre•vent
verb

prevention
pre•ven•tion
noun

Meanings

Examples

to 

When I ride a bike, I 

something from



happening

to prevent accidents.

the act of

If Maya becomes school president, she’ll



fight for the prevention of 

something from







DISCUSS & WRITE EXAMPLES
Discuss your response with a partner. Then complete the sentence in writing.
In my opinion, the best way to prevent falling behind on homework is to 
           because 
Write your response and read it to a partner. Listen and record a new idea.
I believe that more education about good nutrition will aid in the             
of 

BUILD WORD KNOWLEDGE
Complete the meaning and examples for this high-utility academic word.
Word to Go

indicate
in•di•cate
verb

Meaning

Examples

to 

Scoring well on a test indicates that

or 

someone 

something

The crowd indicated that it enjoyed the
performance by 


DISCUSS & WRITE EXAMPLES
Discuss your response with a partner. Then complete the sentence in writing.
Good listeners indicate that they are paying attention by 

Write your response and read it to a partner. Listen and record a new idea.

might              that a student is not getting enough sleep.
Classmate’s Name

Idea for Prevent/Prevention

Idea for Indicate
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